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About This Game

MONO IS A MULTI STORY HORROR GAME

Mono is compilation of 3 short horror stories that form an underlying narrative.

Figure out the pieces to the puzzle by surviving the games and finding the passwords.

Mono will feature 3 stories, I Want To Get Out, The Monster Within, The Creator Revealed

The game will launch with the first story ready to play, with the other 2 being added in free updates later down the line.

I Want To Get Out.
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The I want to get out story is an Indie horror game with a sentient twist.

Watch as your environment changes around you, while  It  tries to get out.

Find hidden messages using your camera, or use it to aid you in the darkness.

Use your debug tool to protect yourself and make a decision wether to trust the developer or the monster within the game.

Keep It from escaping.

Please for your own sake don't let  It  escape.

I can't control It, It is making me do this.

Save yourself.
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Title: Mono
Genre: Indie
Developer:
JeliLiam
Publisher:
JeliLiam
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bits

Processor: Intel I3-6100H - AMD A8

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5500

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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I really enjoyed this VR storytelling experience. Can't say too much as to not give away any part of the story, but definitely give
this a try. You won't be disappointed!. Nice little game.. Love this game. Played many times over on my Mac, bought this
version for my PC.. A cool concept that starts out fairly easy, then halfway through gets quite challenging. The game is on the
short side, but it felt like the right length to me. The puzzles seem well-designed, but I wish it felt a bit more satisfying to
complete them.

If you're looking for a few hours of challenging puzzes, get this game when it's on sale.. I'm nearly 5 hours in at the time of this
review, and I'm loving the game. Great music, great story, and great action combat! Do yourself a favor and buy this gem.. This
game must be free for more play.
No one will pay for this.
How can be a game bad like this with Unreal Engine 4?. The campaign mode is fun and gameplay resembles RE5's, though a
little more fluid (not realistic though it could be considered better). The M+K controls are pretty awesome too. Raid mode will
increase the amount of juice you'll be able to get out of the game, it's equally entertaining and it can be played online. Raid
Characters DLC might be worth it, but I'm not sure about the handguns (at least not all of them). The opening music reminds me
of a Tarantino movie..... Went slightly downhill from there with the voice acting, but it's forgiveable. Puzzles have medium
difficulty and it's a game I'll chip away at over the next week or so in order to break up AAA gaming sessions.
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Pros:

- Great graphics
- Good hiding mechanics & jumpscare animations
- Great design of animatronics

Cons:

- Bad ending
- The animatronics, especially the Wolf's & Cat's AI can be broken at times (such as being stuck walking towards objects, and
related as such). This game is amazing!! dont judge it based off trailers alone it is great for anyone who needs a game like
gladius.. Fantastic little game that i played with my 7 years old dauther. My wife join us even if she's not a gamer. I hope devs
will add a online single player mode.. This loco is AMAZING! It is one of the, if not the best diesel on the train simulator
market. It has so many awesome features including a realistiic cold start procedure. There are even working engine fans and
heaters to control the temperature of the engine, and you can overheat it, so be careful! It has a prototypical horn (Nathan P3)
for SP.

PROS:
-Amazing sounds, awesome horn and bell, nothing recycled
-Full start up procedure
-So many working switches in the cab
-Bell has air sounds turning on and off like a real one does
-Incredible amount of detail on the outside
-Other touches like the opening cabinet which even sways as the loco drives when you leave it open!
-If you set the weather to foggy and leave the loco sitting for a while, the windows get blurry with fog!
-Working marker lights

CONS:
-No working windows or doors
-No conductor\u2019s side view

I give it 9\/10. Overall this is one incredible loco.
. Although this game is quirky to play and funny on average, it has some major bugs that come to rise that not only pull you out
of the game but also, quite literally, puts you outside of the game world. (I used a MacBook Air to play it if that makes a
difference in this case.)

I would not recommend this game.. its ok but not hard to beat and complete compared to other free clickers out there.. I paid
1.99.. for a game i was NOT expecting to look\/play anywhere near as good as this does.. the environments are quite nice and
the game play is alot of fun.. TL.. Diablo.. TQ "ish" .. loot.. quests.. its just a solid and fun RPG.

Edit: 26 hours finished game.. i ran into no glitches or bugs myself.
Just a simple hack n slash loot em up rpg.. worth the funds imo.. I bought two copies of this game-- one on Steam and one from
the publisher. I ultimately paid $65 for this game just to justify having a Steam version of Littlewitch Romanesque that was the
full version of the game. Do I feel like I overpaid for this game? Not even slightly!

Littlewitch Romanesque FEELS like a $65 game, and if you consider that you can have the full game for $40 from the
publisher (both a digital copy AND a physical copy in a beautiful box) or the Clean version on Steam for only $25, then you
should already know that you are getting a great deal. Seriously, $25 for this game? Clean version or not, that's just a steal! If I
wasn't the type of person that hated the very notion of censorship (though I do understand and respect Valve's decision from a
legal standpoint), I could have easily bought this version and wondered HOW ON EARTH they didn't realize this game was
worth so much more.

Alright, alright. Too much praise, not enough Pros\/Cons. Here:

Pros:
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-Interesting story
-Breathtaking artwork (for both characters AND backgrounds)
-Fun, unique, and diverse characters
-Great humor throughout the game as well as some surprisingly touching moments
-Excellent voice acting
-Unusual, yet engaging gameplay elements (though gameplay will also be in the "Cons" section)
-Managing timed quests proved more difficult than I expected later in the game, adding a layer of (needed) challenge
-High Replayability
-Ability to skip cutscenes you've already scene (This will be useful on multiple playthroughs. Trust me.)
-Physical copy with downloadable version and a few beautifully illustrated cards ("18+" version only!)
-Hundreds of cutscenes (They're great, but also a Con at times)

Cons:
-Gameplay is rather simple (It's each to cheat the system early on, though it DOES get harder to manage the longer you play)
-Some of the "18+" scenes are... short. (The first one I encountered didn't last but a few moments, though thankfully that
seemed to be an exception and not the norm)
-LOTS and LOTS of cutscenes (Sometimes they can get to be too much, especially if you are focused on getting certain quests
taken care of)

That's all I can really say for right now. Buy Littlewitch Romanesque! Is it worth $25? YES! Is it worth $40 for the "18+"
version? That up to you, but yes, yes it is (because of Tillet). NOW, is it worth $65 for the full version on Steam? Well, that's a
lot harder of a sell for me, but like I said, this does indeed feel like a $65 game, so I have no problem saying it was worth it for
me, but I can't speak for everyone, especially since the patched version I'm working with right now doesn't allow for many of
the normal Steam features, such as the overlay. Cards still work, though, so that's something.

Well, good luck of your decision-- not a decision on "should I buy", but a decision of "which version should I buy". There
should be no question on whether or not to buy this game. It's just a must-own, ESPECIALLY at $25!
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